Gala Military Ball Weekend -- Dec. 6 & 7

This year's annual military ball to be presented by the Vanderberg Air Squadrons of the Arnold Air Society appears at this time not only to be the biggest military ball ever staged at Lowell Tech but the best military ball ever staged at Lowell Tech but the best military ball ever presented by the Vanderberg Air Squadrons of the Arnold Air Society. This year's ball will be held in the gymnasium on Saturday, December 6, and will feature a variety of musical entertainment including a variety show, a dance orchestra, and a jazz band. The ball will be attended by students, faculty, and staff from Lowell Tech and other nearby colleges.

COLLEGE CONFERENCE

Peter Wooton and Norbert Lasevsky represented L.T.I. at a recent college conference held at the Lowell Technological Institute. The conference, held on Saturday, November 23, 1963, targeted at students and faculty from the College. The conference was sponsored by the L.T.I. Student Government Association and was attended by students and faculty from a variety of colleges.

RUSHING BEGINS

The first official fraternity rush function, sponsored by the L.T.I. Student Government Association, will take place on Sunday, December 8, at 6 p.m. This function will be the first opportunity for students to become involved in the fraternity scene on campus. The function will be held at the L.T.I. Student Government Association headquarters, located at 121 Main Street, in the basement.

SENIOR RESEARCH AWARD

The Lowell Technological Institute Club of the Society of Sigma Xi has announced the awarding of the Senior Research Award for the student who has made the most distinguished contribution to research while at L.T.I. This award consists of a metal or plaque presented to the individual at a formal ceremony of the Society. The award will be engraved with the name of the awardee on the Society of Sigma Xi Research Award plaque.

PARK YOUR CAR IN THE DEAN'S PARKING SPACE

How would you like to have the Dean's own parking space for your personal use? At the risk of expenditure you say? Never! Never, at least, if you are the winner of a very special contest, the prize of which is the exclusive use of Dean Iver's parking space for one week. Think of the prestige value! Think of theтовесувавое! Enter this contest today.

A big thing in the post, the parking space contest is now being revived and Circle K is once again sponsoring the outfit. Circle K is a well-known name and the contest which is officially opened today. Any donations received during the contest are promptly deposited in the Dean's Loan Fund, and the proceeds are administered by the L.T.I. Student Government Association.

The Loan Fund is a fund that might provide you with the means to achieve your dreams in a variety of ways. You may use the fund for tuition fees, textbooks, or any other need that you might have.

The Loan Fund is administered by the L.T.I. Student Government Association and is open to all students enrolled at L.T.I. You may apply for a loan by completing an application and submitting it to the Student Government Association office. Loans are available on a first-come, first-served basis and are administered by the L.T.I. Student Government Association.
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YOUR STUDENT COUNCIL STINKETH NOT
An Editorial

Would you like a job representing the student body of this school on the council?

I wouldn't.

To campaign and be elected takes considerable expenditure of time and effort, but this year in particular the efforts of those who attend and participate in the meetings have not been recognized. It is therefore that I feel that the work of the members of the Student Council has not been sufficiently appreciated.

That's not why I wouldn't take a job on the council.

The problem is that at the beginning of the year, during the first week-months of meetings, students realized, talking with old-timers, that it was interesting.

That's interesting news as readers constitute of campus organizations are quite interested in the activities of the field(s) they support to assure the quality of said constituent, defining the limits at council meetings, and deciding the activities of the Student Council at time and energy.

Let that still not why I wouldn't take a job on the council.

Appropriate thousands of dollars for all of the campus organizations, planed part-ply for volunteers, operate duplicating services for organizations on campus, plan, direct, and finance all activities. Some of these activities require the active participation of every member on the council.

But of all these things would discourage me from joining the council.

I attended many meetings of this group, and seen the representatives and officials work for the students. And they do work. They have the desire to please when they do their job well, and benefit interest when they feel they are being ill-served. And I feel the same way.

They sit looking at the back of the Council on the old students, and make the students speak to the council on the need of the student council have the chance to speak up.

Countless people have approached both the president of the student council and his staff, saying we have no job to do.

"Why don't we have ball teams represent the accurate courses here, like the council and the Nuclear engineers, or why not have dances, or other events, or lectures, or concerts, or other forums to be held in the common room?" All this we had, tell them, bring it up before the council. Write an article about it. They would never take the job.

All talk, no action, and I'm sick of it. Neither the president of the council nor myself expect conjuring prayer at the council. But our members at least have to understand. Now, we're not saying that the student council have the chance to speak up.

I have been told by at least one hundred people that this council should campaign, and that we will not be satisfied with the bringing of programs to the student council have the chance to speak up.

We are not paid servants of the students of this school as volunteers, nor servants of the elected officials, nor servants of the student council have the chance to speak up.

Those who attend and participate in the meetings have not been recognized. It is therefore that I feel that the work of the members of the Student Council has not been sufficiently appreciated.

Solution to the current Berlin crisis: We will have our soldiers step down for a heroin. It when the Russians take their wells down for a brick court.
Dear Gabby,

I had to miss the end of the A.V.S. movie last Friday because my father wanted to go to a football game. I'm now known as a Ski club dance. Now I don't know how the movie came out. Can you help me?

Dear "D.

I'm afraid your problem is worse than you think. I'm impossible for you to have gone to an A.V.S. movie and a Ski club dance on the same night, but that's why only and unusual situation can be held on any given night.

I got your yearbook proofs back, and the pictures don't even look good. Don't laugh, anyway, that he can't even take a decent picture.

"Angry"

"But you looked in a mirror lately?"

Dear Gabby:

The other day, in chem lab, I was making acid and water. When I poured water into the acid it splashed all over the place and some of the acid hit me in the face. I was right-handed. I don't think he had any right to insult me--after all, I thought he didn't know how low the water would go?

"Insulted"

Dear "R.":

Work hard and don't antagonize your professor in four and years, as far as the New bulky button is needed, but you don't want to have a bulky button surrounding with an L.T.D. degree.

"Relieved"

---

O P I

Hi again--sorry we missed you last issue. We have a lot of news to bring you on the subject of the Limon College's celebration of the end of the year at O P I. Our costumes of crinkly cocktails and sunglasses was a hit with the crowd, and we had a great time. "O P I in the Bag," our final Friday night O P I, was realized in the colorful celebrations by Fris Wilson and brothers who did a very creditable job. After the festivities, the group gathered at the home of one of the students for a late-night party. The house itself was in great shape for the weekend. It was decorated with many items, including streamers, balloons, and a great variety of decorations. The brotherhood was present and had a great time.

The party lasted until the early hours of Saturday morning, when everyone went home. The brothers thanked Mr. Ralph Cook of Franklin, Mass., who had been very kind to us during the event.

The O P I brothers were pleased with the results of their efforts, and the event was a great success.

---

MIT COMPUTATION CENTER

The M.I.T. Computation Center has a cooperative policy with the local college and university, and small businesses. The center has some computer programming experience, but the full computer cannot be used.

---

PHYL LAM

The brothers of Phi Lam are still in the process of drawing up plans for the "Nightingale" celebration of the end of the year at Phi Lam. It was enjoyed by all students, and the event was a great success.

---

SHOP MARTIN'S

MARTIN CLOTHES

191-193 Central Street

---

SEAT BELT LEGISLATION

Register X is today the following statement:

"I am very grateful that Governor Leverett's call for mandatory seat belt laws has been passed by the Legislature and signed into law by the Governor. This law will affect all of our students.

"Certainly the value of seat belts is apparent when we realize that the use of seat belts can mean the difference between life and death in a serious accident. What would have been the saving of serious injury, if not even death, but extenuations have run as high as one-em to one-half.

"Further, current figures indicate that there has been a continued increase in the use of seat belts by motorists in their vehicles. At present, it is estimated that better than a half of all vehicles are equipped with seat belts.

"The Registry will try to follow a two-pronged approach in arresting the use of seat belts, focusing on enforcement and education.

"The point must be brought home to the motorists that seat belts are not just a matter of fashion. The majority of accidents happen at speeds of less than 40 miles per hour, and seat belts are the only thing in the car that can protect you. Every effort must be made to ensure that the use of seat belts is the greatest benefit to all drivers.

"I look forward to working closely with you all in ensuring the safety of our students and others on the road."
FRATERNITIES FOR BETTER OR WORSE

In recent years people, having no knowledge of the actions or operation of a fraternity other than that gleaned from rumor or speculation, have taken up the slender banner of campus capitalism (p. 20) and demanded the expulsion of fraternities from the campus, as wasteful mightily and in opposition to the good of the university. We met with success while on others these claims have been discredited.

In consideration of this threat the National Interfraternity Conference held a special meeting in December of 1935. The conference, coming together under the circumstances which admitted that a problem existed, defined the problem and suggested solutions. They said, in part:

1. ‘‘That the University, in furtherance of our objectives and criteria, which are to be set forth in an advisory committee, neither extreme. In the four years which followed this meeting extensive research was exerted and many questions were raised and discussed in the light of the principles and the college fraternity.

2. At the Fifty-Fifth Interfraternity Conference, presented at its Fifty-Fifth Anniversary Celebration, two papers which it hoped would provide needed meaning to the existence of fraternities. They are as follows:

THE WHEAT MESS

By A. Anderson

On an individual basis it is punishable by death. Trading with the enemy, that is. On a national basis the very same transactions are not only perfectly legal, but they are a contributing factor to a successful invasion. Yet you'll be shot or trade with the enemy and not too much later, you'll be shot or trade with the enemy on an individual basis and trading with him on a national basis since he gets what he wants and needs either.

The United States plans to sell wheat to the Soviets, our avowed enemy. The law permits this at very low prices, and we make no laws to prevent it. So don't worry about the people hating about being shot who are a few of our boys in Vietnam.

What in the nature of this enemy and why does he want to buy what he is? The United States can never get down on the battlefield. Bifurcation and subversion efforts, the Soviet Union has neglected its agricultural resources at the expense of its industrial resources, which were not produced sufficient food. It's not that the Soviets cannot produce the food, but they can't carry it to the places where they need it. This has been pointed out as an example of the advantages we can have in the field of agriculture, and so we are about to begin trading with our enemy. Why will anyone buy wheat for fifteen cents a bushel when people hear about being shot who are a few of our boys in Vietnam?

FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY DECLARATION OF PRINCIPLES

ON THIS GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY of the founding of the National Interfraternity Conference, we, the members thereof, do hereby declare:

1. That the individual is the fundamental unit in any educational institution, recognizing that the fraternity is upon an obligation to the individual, to the state, to the nation, to the world. We recognize the intellectual, moral, physical and social. We therefore, declare that:

A. The fraternity, consistent with its historic role as a system of service to higher education in the United States, believes in the fraternity as a society of men which is directly responsible to God, to the state, to the nation, to the world.

B. The fraternity considers superior intellectual achievement and positive contribution to the life of the nation as being integral to its continuing function.

C. The fraternity accepts the obligations of any group of students as one of its chapters has the responsibility to produce leaders of good character and to lead them in the fulfillment of their duties.

D. The fraternity is committed to the purpose of training its members to assume leadership in the improvement of their own and other fraternity chapters.

E. The fraternity isImproving its members to carry this vision of success, as a supplement to the broad purposes of the college and university.

F. The fraternity and its development by self-governing means, and being dependent upon voluntary methods for its continuing success and self-direction, it is committed to the maintenance and perpetuation of all fraternity ideals and procedures.

2. In pursuit of the effective and complete fulfillment of these Principles, that the members of this Conference and the fraternity chapters to which they are attached, and to the university; and to the nation; and to the people of the world.

3. The fraternity recognizes, in the light of the two papers presented at this meeting, that the major question of the day is not whether or not the fraternity idea should be abandoned, but how well, if at all, fraternity can meet the demands of these principles.

In the next three issues of the text I will attempt to reconcile the differences of arguments of those who oppose fraternities with the fraternities' own desire. Please read your comments to the Test Box.

DEWEY EQUIPMENT RENT-ALLS

"TOOLS FOR EVERY JOB"

• Power Tools
• Home Building & Remodeling Equipment
• Plumbing - Electrical
• Yard & Garden Equipment

122 Desthetic St.
Lowell, Massachusetts

www.deweyrentals.com
THE WHITE HOUSE COLUMN AND COUNCIL NOTES

Student Council —

It has been proposed to the Council that they purchase, with general student funds, an Alumni Chair for the Student Council President and the TEXT Editors. It is felt that this would be a token of appreciation for the many hours those people spend at their respective jobs. The Council members are waiting to hear from the students whom they represent before voting on this measure. If you are either in favor or are not in favor of this gift, please tell your Student Council Representative, Class President, or any Student Council Officer of your opinion. The parking lot is starting to get jammed up, Circle K has reported. Automobiles will be towed if the situation gets any worse. A committee has been set up to look into the Jacob K. Frederick Lecture Series this year. As previously mentioned, look for one top lecturer instead of a series. Big name entertainment has been secured for All-Tech week. Arrangements for the annual Ben Jewelery, a gift, please with the other student groups on the Council. The Grad. Student department has requested a theme to be announced for the tentative plant, and will soon be sent to the Council if they are interested. WLTW was turned down on a $500 aid request. They now plan to approach Administration with their problems and discuss their future.

Administration —

Mr. Walter D. Musco, Registrar, took unaffiliated charge of a farewell dinner for Dr. Helix. Details of the affair are covered in a separate article... Jim Seery, ’65, was the recipient of a Western Electric scholarship on November 15. Western Electric was represented at the presentation by Mr. Chester Clifford, 22, W. I. Buckholz and Loy Johnson. Members of the Administration, faculty and Student Body included Pres. Lydon, Dr. Harris, Dr. Killings, Dr. Mingins, Peter Wood. Jim Seery were present. A luncheon at the Speare House followed.

ALPINE CLUB NEWS

Paul Freimann

The Alpine Club is pleased to announce that its first Aspen Ski Trip was a great success. The group is composed of the leaders and all those who had anything to do with making the trip possible. Among those who were integral to the success were Dr. A. R. B. "Red" Johnson, Director of Alpine Club, and the members of the group. Most of the group were participating in their first ski trip and they all enjoyed the experience. The Alpine Club is looking forward to another successful trip in the future.

SEERY HONORED

J. A. Seery of 24 linen Road, Marse, a 1961 graduate of Mendenhall High School, was named this year's senior at LTI where he is majoring in physics. Seery was chosen to be the recipient of the Western Electric Scholarship for the 1963-64 academic year. The scholarship provides a scholarship of $1,000 for those who are enrolled in LTI and are majoring in physics.

The scholarship, covering the cost of tuition and books, was presented by Mr. Seery to Dr. W. M. Wilkerson, Chester Clifford, 22, and Dr. A. R. "Red" Johnson. Announcement was made by Dean of Students Richard W. Ives, who also scholarship chairman at LTI.

Mr. Seery is a native of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, a LIT graduate and a mechanical engineer. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Seery of Marse, and is the first member of his family to graduate from LTI.

Comorality Is Coming

Today is the first day of the new semester at LIT. The students are starting to settle in and get accustomed to the new environment. The campus is busy with students going to class, studying, and preparing for exams. The atmosphere is full of energy and excitement as the students start the academic year.

The Campus Enterprises of Textile Ave.

RESTAURANT

11D

Open 7 A.M. to 7 P.M.
Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner Specials plus a variety of fine foods.

TRY THIS ONE FOR 99¢
from 7-10 A.M., 2 eggs, Bacon or Ham Home fries, Jelly, Toast coffee & juice.

"We use and sell more roast beef than all restaurants combined in Lowell. We have been serving seven a week for a year and a half now, our season ended, we have already served seven a week for the past two months only."
ASTME Holds Gala Sports Show

ESTABLISH SCHOLARSHIPS FOR DESERVING STUDENTS

ORGANIZATION COMMENDED FOR OUTSTANDING SCHOOL SPIRIT, LEADERSHIP
WHY COMPULSORY ROTC AT L.T.I.

by Peter T. Vaughan

Compulsory ROTC at the beginning of this academic year does many things for L.T.I. and the individual cadet. To the institution itself it adds much prestige and importance. Monday through Thursday, especially on Tuesday when the entire campus becomes densely populated with those beautiful, blue, but borrowed cadets, visitors and passersby marvel at the dignity and fine martial manners of these brave officers. And especially, when in the midst of Tuesday's training regimen, one can but gush: "Surely, this must be a future S.A.C. installation. Ah, yes, those satellites of Franz and Sophie cadets, trucking those beautiful, blue, but borrowed uniforms about, being recrudescent, pomp and spirited, and dignified to Lowell Tech.

In addition, the benefits to those "under" cadets are even more profound. By completing two years of compulsory ROTC, the student cadet has avoided twelve credit hours of elective subjects—those few three credit courses or six two credit courses or a combination of such courses in the unwise and unimportant study of humanities. Those unaggressive humanities are supervised by necessary and rigorous training in drill ceremonials along with a two hour per week review of common knowledge. Then there are the other fine points of being in compulsory ROTC. The "under" cadet confidently allows the advanced boys to present the new system upon him. There is also the undeniably joy when the "under" cadet finds that he has been prepared for and should be the right place at the right time. And last, the under cadet, in all cases, continues with fervor to maintain his dedicated and consistent study of Air Science.

The preceding discussion outlines the basic merits why some senior students at L.T.I. are not interested in ROTC. And since the record shows that there are more seniors and juniors out of ROTC than there are in ROTC, one can state with some assurance that more students are not interested in ROTC than those interested. Thus, using advanced logic, we can say that there is a great product at L.T.I. The majority rules. Or should we say that policies has allowed a situation to exist where the minority is given preference? Apparently, then an injustice has been done against the great majority of L.T.I. intellectuals during the four years to which I have been greatly enhanced if what amounts to twelve credit hours could be put in keeping the boy's mind at the midst of the "under" cadet, a boy that has been prepared for and should be the right place at the right time. And last, the under cadet, in all cases, continues with fervor to maintain his dedicated and consistent study of Air Science.

A FRATERNITY OPERATES ON BEER CANS

(MCP)—Pension driving by the Alpha Tau Omega fraternity house at the University of Oklahoma, Norman, might have been shocked to see a truck of beer cans completely covering the front lawn, The Oklahoma Daily. But it was just a cleanup campaign in which members of the fraternity cleaned up all the empty from the campus and surrounding residential streets. Some 70 men gathered 3,193 cans in the hours and staged the "hoop" to show how many things had become.

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

SALUTE: LEO BERARD

Leo Berard (B.S.M.E., 1957), joined New England Telephone in the fall of 1957. Berard is now in charge of an important study to determine the feasibility of large-scale buried cable operations in Rhode Island.

Developing standards and practices where few previously existed, Leo Berard is a leader in the efforts before the state level management, engineering groups, municipal planners, and Chambers of Commerce throughout Rhode Island.

His initiative in carrying out the study and his ability to clearly represent his company are just two of the traits that caused Leo his promotion to Engineer in the Plant Extension Department.

Leo Berard, like many young engineers, is impatient to make things happen for his company and himself. There are few places where such enthusiasm is more welcomed or rewarded than in the fast-growing telephone business.

THE TELREPHONE MAN-OF-THE-MONTH

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
There will be an eagle on the moon

Our world-recognized trademark—the P&W eagle—has been identified with progress in flight propulsion for almost four decades, spanning the evolution of power from yesterday's reciprocating engines to today's rockets. Tomorrow will find that Pratt & Whitney Aircraft eagle carrying man and equipment to the moon and to even more distant reaches of outer space.

Engineering achievement of this magnitude is directly traceable to our conviction that basic and applied research is essential to healthy progress. Today's engineers at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft accept no limitation on the scope of their work. Our progress on current programs is exciting, for it anticipates in such areas as advanced gas turbines...rocket engines...fuel cells...nuclear power—all opening up new avenues of exploration in every field of aerospace, marine and industrial power application.

The breadth of Pratt & Whitney Aircraft programs requires virtually every technical talent...requires ambitious young engineers and scientists who can contribute to our advances of the state of the art. Your degree? it can be a B.S., M.S. or Ph.D. in:


Career boundaries with us can be further extended through a corporation-financed Graduate Education Program. For further information regarding opportunities at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, consult your college placement officer—or write to Mr. William L. Steiner, Engineering Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford, Conn. 06108.

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS EAST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
FLORIDA OPERATIONS WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA

SPECIALISTS IN POWER...POWER FOR PROPULSION—POWER FOR AUXILIARY SYSTEMS. CURRENT UTILIZATIONS INCLUDE AIRCRAFT, MISSILES, SPACE VEHICLES, NAVAL AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS.

FAREWELL DINNER GIVEN TO DR. HALEY

Andrews' luxurious Balling Green Motel was the scene of a farewell dinner for Dr. Haley on November 16. After a number of years' service at Tech, Dr. Haley has left to assume the presidency of our school's new community college.

Those in attendance, numbering over one hundred, were members of the Administration and Faculty and Friends. The evening's speaker was President Lydon who also made the site presentation of a large hanger art, "A tribute to Dr. Haley."

Dr. Haley is already working at his new post, that of the President of the new community college at Gardner. Open next fall to 175 incoming freshmen, the school will offer, two years hence, associate degrees in business administration, engineering prep., and liberal arts.
In the basement of Kitson Hall, near the entrance to the tunnel leading to the library and the dormitories, is a small room dedicated to the physical improvement of students of Lowell Tech. This room, not long ago filled with machinery for the plastics engineering labs, now echoes with the clanging of barbells being hoisted, the vibrations of the reducing machines and the grunts and groans of students at L.T.I. in their efforts to keep fit. This is Lowell Tech's Health Room.

Still in its infancy, this room was begun early in the school year of 1962, when L.T.I.'s President, Martin J. Lydon, informed Athletic Director W. W. "Rusty" Vernall that the Executive Health Center in downtown Lowell was on the brink of closing down and wished to sell its equipment. "Rusty" promptly approached the owner of the Health Center with an offer and in September, acquired for the school $18,000 dollars worth of health equipment at a fraction of its original cost.

By October of 1962, the equipment purchased had been installed, and interested students began to make use of it. The equipment consists of a large variety of apparatus for body building, weight reduction and physical therapy.

For body building, the health room offers approximately 2,000 pounds of weights, consisting of barbells, dumbbells, weights for increasing the strength of the neck and wrists. To supplement these weights, it also contains a machine for building up the lattissimus dorsi muscles of the lower back ("Lat" machine), a straight and an inclined press bench for strengthening the chest, and a leg curl bench for increasing leg strength.

In the reducing department there are two exercise cycles, good for limbering up with a minimum of effort, a stationary bicycle for warming up in view of lack of room to run. There is also a reducing vibrator, and a revolving reducing drum for reducing that spare tire.

For therapy and for pure pleasure and comfort, the Health Room is also equipped with two electrical steam cabinets, a vibrating table, an ultraviolet lamp and an electrical heating pad for ironing out those charley horses.

Any student at Lowell Tech may make use of the health room from 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. on any school day. Since the beginning of the school year 220 L.T.I. men have done so, averaging 25 students in any one day.

Recently, a new club has been formed at L.T.I. which is making good use of the health room equipment. The Barbells Club organized by Bob Lide, a student in E.E. has been meeting three times a week; Monday, Wednesday and Friday. At the beginning of the semester it was recognized by the Student Council as an official club at Lowell Tech. To date the club's membership stands at about 40, 25 of whom show up regularly to train.

The purpose of the club is to get those interested in weight lifting and body building together for encouragement and competition. Immediate plans for the club include weight lifting, training and eventually intramural weight lifting contests.

Ultimately, when the club members have had sufficient experience and training, hopes are that Lowell Tech's Barbells Club will be able to enter inter-academic weight lifting competition.
PHYSICAL FITNESS!!

Everyone knows that the middle-aged U.S. male is in pretty bad physical shape. But not so apparent is the physical condition of the U.S. college student who can’t meet the requirements in a basic three exercise examination.

If this exam were given at Lowell Tech, how would we fare? Probably worse! Not because of a poor physical education program offered by the school, but rather because of a lax attitude toward this subject by the students.

Engineering students admittedly follow a tight schedule academically and argue that exercises will only tire them out. But really, how valid is this excuse? If 10 minutes of exercise will tire anyone to the bounds of exhaustion, then it only points out the need for exercising more. Instead the point of argument can easily be shifted in the other direction. Regular exercise, besides keeping an individual physically fit and coordinated, adds to his mental alertness.

Is physical ability a detriment of success? In a strict sense it isn’t, but in a strict sense, neither is mental ability. It’s a rarity when the he-man with muscles all over his body, including between his ears, is a success, but just as rare are the cases where the raw able body is not developed.

The Kennedy Administration is pushing a nationwide physical fitness drive, aroused an even greater awareness to this society’s shortcomings. The 50-mile hike fad is now past history, and Lowell Tech missed the boat. Tech is desperately in need of recognition, and a hike to Boston wouldn’t have detracted from the particular cause one iota.

The school offers open gym periods frequently during the week and on Saturdays. A health room is open all day, every day, and the facilities offered here are excellent for the interested student.

What can the student do to improve himself physically? Almost anything will do to start as long as he does it conscientiously. Pushups, progressively more each night before going to bed, will help you sleep better and you’ll find yourself waking up fresher.

Instead of the student who would like to confine himself to private exercising sessions, the three basic exercises consist of sit ups, push ups and running the floor. If done regularly and correctly, the student can launch himself to a more mental as well as physical alertness.

Chef

I THINK IT’S A GAY TO HAVE TO PAY THIRTY CENTS ON THE TOLL ROAD WHEN I ONLY NEED TWO BEERS FOR THE WHOLE CAR!

THE TEXT

HOCKEY CLUB FORMED

Last winter, the hockey team, which is known in all red-blooded society, as goal-stuck LIT students, and fellow- beer inebria, and upwards of thirty-five hockey lovers drank the fisticuffs put forth by Coach Bucky Harrison of the Lowell Tech. The team was a down and the Always Academy League, and was officially known as the Lowell Tech Ice Block.

Beginning with rather ragged practices every Friday afternoon, this team of both students, led by John More, gradually developed into three distinct groups: LIT, athletic department and the ability to play hockey as part of the athletic program.

The desire was shown from the fact that every practice was attended by the players whose dates faithfully sat in the cold, and watched their way to the an- doner for their boy friends’ and, in the case of the practice or a game, the players all chipped in to pay for the fare. All expenses were donated to their hockey desires. All expenses were donated to the group organized at the large charge.

The ability was demonstrated by the fact that the group which began with a single train- eed team from the local area and each practice night, a deal of experience was gained with this opposing unit. Tech’s hockey team has been firmly in the initial contests to the extent of the league, with the team skated the appearance of the feisty freshmen.

This year, the club aimed for official sponsorship as a Varsity sports team. The main sponsor was asked to be coach. The hockey team and athletic director required Mr. Harrison to circulate and get the cost of the equipment and see that on the field, the team had been just approved, but his usual number of requests for financial assistance if the equipment and the equipment and the equipment was given by the Student Council and the Dean of Students as an on-campus organization. The equipment was secured and the Lowell Tech Hockey Club is a going organi- zation with Mr. Harrison as advisor.

A meeting was held on November 12 in Room 9E3, and the officers were elected and the slate was announced. All members were accepted by the Athletic Director “Bucky” Farnall. In an attempt to save money, the usual committee was chosen for a 20 uniform purchase. The required funds were given to the Faculty Ad- visory Board, and the head of the committee is put to be received from this committee, it is not known now whether the team will be in uniform or not. The committee consists of practice, and are being arranged. It is hoped that the team will find itself ready to use an ice rink at Lawrence. If this rink is not available, the time for the team will begin in one month and will end in April. Funds for securing this rink will have to be approved by the Faculty Ad- visory Board. Committee will be appointed earlier, students last paid for the ice ther- selves. Further possibilities for the Andover Academy Rink, which is being considered let them use last

SPORTS

INTERFRATERNITY BOWLING

No more changes occurred in the Interfraternity Bowling League standings during the past few weeks.

Phi Psi continues to dominate the action, with a first place margin of 4 points over the second place at an even 88, followed by Phi Delta, who continued to finish third. The other teams, who are a few points behind, are Xi and Pi Deltas along in last place with a 511 mark to date.

Jack Hoff of Phi Psi remains ahead in the race for individual honors. Hoff has a total of 1082, with Arch Lincoln of O Phi in second place at 1187. At the request of the partici- pating teams, the league schedule has been doubled and will now run through Feb. 12. Each team will now face the other teams twice, alter the normal two encounters.

The standings, as of Nov. 14, are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phi Psi</td>
<td>1082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omicron</td>
<td>1007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pi Lambda</td>
<td>808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phi Delta</td>
<td>808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phi Xi</td>
<td>1052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha Phi</td>
<td>1052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Phi</td>
<td>1052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kappa Phi</td>
<td>1052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha Chi</td>
<td>808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phi Pi</td>
<td>808</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ALL STAR INTRAMURAL TEAM SELECTED

The Text sports co-editors, together with the officials of the Intramural Football League, have gotten together and pick- ed the best football players on campus. The judges were head- men by Butch Dugas with assistance from Jack Ballard, Frank Miller and Stan Lam- bert.

The Outstanding Players Association and Pete Stonefield.

Offense:

- Ken Koch, Ind., and Fred Shapiro, Ind.
- Center: Jon Bomengan, Ind.
- Halfbacks: John Pasziewski and Jack Odell, Ind.
- Quarterback: Peter Stonefield.
- Line Backers - Tom Johnson, O Phi; Stan Lemphick, Ind.
- Tackle: Dave Sampson, Ind.; Bemie Secco, Ind.

Honorable Mention:

- Mike O'Neal, Ind.; Arch Lincoln, O Phi; Bill Jones, Ind.; Costa Smith, Phi Lam; Gary Duguay, Phi Lam; Carl Hoffer, Phi Lam; Dave White, O Phi; Herb Byas, Phi Lam; Fred, Phi Xi; and John Foley, Phi Xi.

VARSITY CORNER

The Varsity Club is planning to hold its annual Varsity Club Smoker this year early in December. This event will be open to the entire school. The tenta- tive plans include a first rate sports movie on one of Boston Garden's finest productions, "The Breakers," a guest speaker and refreshments. Admission will be free of charge and everybody in the school is welcome.

All lettermen who have not expressed their de- sire to join the Varsity Club are urged to do so. The Varsity Club is planning a trip to Boston Garden next season, and there are numerous var- sity men who have attended the meetings will be eligible to attend. Watch the Newsletter for the next schedul- ed meeting of the Varsity Club.

Jack Ballard
BRAZILIAN "TUG OF WAR"

by Bill Brooks

Brazil, one of the largest countries in the western hemisphere, is a country that has been in turmoil for some time. The government has been enacting various measures to try to stabilize the country, but economic and political issues continue to plague the nation. However, there are signs of hope, as recent elections have brought in new leaders who are working to address these challenges. The country continues to be one of the largest in the region and is rich in natural resources, which could help it to emerge as a stronger player on the global stage. 

SWEATSHIRTS TELL THE STORY

(Corel Images) Highland Heights, Western Kentucky State College, Bowling Green, memory of a freshman. The freshman wore his sweatshirt every chance he got. It is buried now.

The sophomore's sweatshirt is a hit. The red letters often run, cooking it pink.

The freshman was a hit. The red letters often run, cooking it pink.
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